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Investment philosophy and objective

Selection process

Manager commentary

.

Certificate key information as of 30.06.2021 Holdings by sector (as % of capital)

Performance one month 14.36%
Performance year-to-date 5.45%
Performance since inception 5.45%
Market exposure 100.00%
Issuing Bank (Moody's credit rating) UBS AG, Zurich (A+ / Aa2)
ISIN number CH0575782468
Management fee p.a. 1.00%
Performance fee 10%, subject to HWM
Liquidity Daily

Largest single holdings As % of deployed capital:

Waste Management Inc 6.13%
ASML Holding NV 6.08%
Sea Ltd 6.04%
Xylem Inc/NY 5.98%
PayPal Holdings Inc 5.89%

Performance since inception (net of fees): Best and worst performers (1 month, local currency)

Benchmark: MSCI Daily Total Return World Gross EUR

Disclaimer

Amplia Clean Growth is a focused selection of stocks which stand to profit from increased demand for sustainability and new technologies. Examples of such sectors are electric vehicles 
and autonomous driving, green energy generation, semiconductors and automation. The basket is a combination of "bold challengers": innovative, young companies that are growing 
aggressively by challenging the status quo and incumbent players with their innovation. The second group consists of "sustainable giants": large, traditional companies whose products 
are and will be needed in our every-day lives. They may not excel on disruption but are best-in-class in terms of sustainability. 
From various aspects of sustainability, the focus is on those companies who are constantly striving to become more environmentally friendly.

Investable universe comprises global equities, from small- to large-caps. The stock universe is filtered by sector where unethical industries are sorted out. The same is done on business 
level for individual companies who do not meet the criteria. Then, ESG scoring is applied where companies with a low environmental, social or governance score are eliminated. 
Subsequently, we scrunitise the environmental pledge of the companies to filter out greenwashing. Finally, a stringent financial analysis is performed and companies are short-listed and 
categorised into bold challengers and sustainable giants. In the ultimate selection phase we hand-pick 15 - 25 companies into the portfolio.

June was absolutely stellar for the certificate, and it gained 14.36% during the month. Following the Fed's rate comments, the return of the risk-on mode in markets meant that growth 
stocks started climbing. Indeed, only one of the certificate's 20 shares finished in the negative territory, Siemens Energy -2.68%. The biggest gains were scored by Flat Glass, the 
innovative solar panel maker and the Chinese EV manufacturers Xpeng and Nio, with their shares rising by 46.12%, 38.25% and 37.75%, respectively.
Generally, we continue to consider the prospects for equities bright, thanks to the loose monetary conditions and improving macro economy. The pandemic year 2020 accelerated 
technological change and environmental consciousness. We believe these trends will continue in 2021, and the recent sell-off to be overdone and temporary.

Investment risks
In accordance with FCA requirements, it is to be noted that the value of your investment may either rise or fall over time. Your capital is therefore at risk and subject to market movements. Past 
performance is no guarantee for future returns. Furthermore, the Certificate is not suitable for every investor. We recommend that you contact your financial adviser to see if an investment in the 
Certificate is suitable for your individual risk profile.
Issuer risk
The investment is subject to issuer risk, that is, the assets are subject to the issuer's ability to perform its obligations under the product and stay going concern.
No guarantee and no liability
Neither Julius Baer nor Amplia give any guarantee or assurance as to the actuality, accuracy or completeness of the information contained within this presentation. Any investor pondering an 
investment in the Certificate should refer in the first place to the official factual information: the PRIIP KID (in accordance with the EU’s Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II) and and the 
Termsheet for a complete view of the product and its risks.
Target group of investors
Amplia & Co. AG (herein after called “Amplia”) Strategy Certificates are exclusively meant for qualified investors as defined by the country of residence or incorporation of the investor. The 
certificates may not be suitable for non-qualified investors either in Switzerland or within the EEA area. Moreover, the certificates are not meant to be distributed to persons in the United States of 
America or US Persons outside the USA.
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FLAT GLASS GROUP CO LTD-H

XPENG INC - ADR

NIO INC - ADR

ENPHASE ENERGY INC

ELASTIC NV

SALESFORCE.COM INC

XYLEM INC

NEXTERA ENERGY INC

WASTE MANAGEMENT INC

SIEMENS ENERGY AG


